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is about 80 days ; at the expiration of this period it is usually found that it has been worn" down to li inches thick at the end near the inlet. The wear of flint linings is equal in weight to the wear of the flint pebbles, according to Dr. Diehl, but is far less according to B. Robinson.1 The wear of liners is more rapid at the inflow end than near the outflow. The thickness of the flint lining was at first 2.1 inches, and was afterwards increased to 4 inches, and then to 6 or 7 inches.
Iron-ribbed liners were introduced first at El Oro ((jieser), and are in wide use. The ribbed form is designed to reduce the slip of the pebbles, which was very great with smooth iron liners, and not inconsiderable with new silex linings. When the pebbles slip, they are not carried high enough for effective impact in falling (see below, p. 242). and the output of the mill falls ofT. Nevertheless, smooth iron liners are preferred at Tonopah, Nevada,2 for very fine grinding.
S. H. Pearce found3 at the (Hen Deep Mill that the introduction of a new lining, made of rings of manganese steel, was attended with a cessation of the usual rumbling noise. There was a tendency for the pebble* to wear
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Fig. 10:2.•--hilinuivin Snrtionali-vd Tube Mills (showing IVbbk' ({rat-ings after NYul's nisrlmriM1).
flat, and the crushing ettieieney dropped. After a time the rumbling began again, and the crushing eiliciency increased. It was due to the fact that the pebbles slipped on the new smooth surface, but that the lining acquired a rough, surface by wear, and the pebbles were then raised higher, causing crushing (by impact) instead of reduction by grinding.
W. Jt. Dowling '* confirms this view from the. experience at the .Robinson Deep Mill He found that a silex lining takes a larger feed and gives a liner ground product than manganese steel, owing to the absence of sliding action when the former is used. Ribbed, corruuatod or honey-combed steel liners, however, prevent the slip of the pebbles better than silex blocks, and are
1  KohiiiRon, /&/>/., p. l.'Jf).
2  Megraw, AV/. ////// M,^
3  Pearw, ./. ('/inn. .17/7. */

